INDIAN SCHOOL DARSAIT
TERM I- SEPTEMBER 2018
HALF YEARLY EXAMINATION
ENGLISH
Class: IV Sec: ….
Date:25/09/2018
Name: …………………………..

Max.Marks:50
Time: 2hrs
Roll No:………

General Instructions
1. All the questions are compulsory
2. Answer all questions in a separate paper
Section A – Reading Comprehension
Q.I

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:Raju works in an ice-cream depot. On one hot summer afternoon, while
returning to the depot, he was stopped in a traffic jam of cars which were
going for the beach. Raju decided to get an ice-cream from the back of his
truck and four sweltering kids in the car behind watched him eat it.
Feeling sorry for them, he gave them each an ice-cream. In a matter of
minutes he was surrounded by children and by the time the traffic began
to move, he had distributed four cartons. Rather than explaining to his
boss, he decided to pay for them himself.
On his arrival at the depot, however, he was called to the manager’s office
and asked why he had been giving away company stock. Even after
explaining the situation and his decision to pay, he still expected to be
sacked. Instead, his boss smiled broadly and appreciated him. He said, ‘It
is the best way of advertising the product’. Parents had been phoning to
thank the company for their product.
Fill in the blanks:
1

½x2=1

Raju was stopped in a ___________.
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2

The kids gathered before Raju as they wanted_____________
Say true or false:

½x2=1

1

Raju works in a fruit shop.

true

2

Parents had been phoning to scold the company for their product.
true
Answer the following:-

false

false
1x3=3

1

Why did Raju give ice cream to the children?

2

How many cartons he had distributed?

3

Did Raju pay for the ice-creams to the company?
Section B - Prose

Q.II

Write the meanings of :1

wandered

2

pleaded

3

ferocious

4

stout

Q.III

½x4=2

Frame interesting sentences :1

harvest

2

crowd

3

rushed

Q.IV

1x3=3

Answer the following Questions :-

2x6=12

1

How did Lakshman help Naduk?

2

Why Kanchenjunga was considered sacred?

3

How was the oak treated at the end of the poem?

4

How was King Lear treated by his daughters?

5

Why were the Lepchas sad?

6

According to Lakshman, what had happened to the iron beam?
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Q.V

Give Reference to Context :1

1x4=4

“I have a gift for you”
(a) Who said these words to whom?
(b) What was the gift?

2

“You are a liar”
(a) Who is the speaker of this line?
(b) Why did he say so?
Section – C Grammar

Q.VI

Choose the appropriate adverbs in the bracket given below and fill in the

½x6=3

blanks:(loudly, beautifully, anywhere, well, around, ago )
1

She sings _____________________.

2

I could not find the book _______________.

3

He died two years ______________.

4

Playing music too _______________ can damage your hearing.

5

Are you _______________ prepared?

6

John looked ____________ but he couldn’t see the monkey.

Q.VII

Rearrange the words to make sentences and mention whether they are

1x4=4

Declarative, Interrogative, Imperative and Exclamatory sentences.
1

door the shut front.

(

)

2

cute what puppy a.

(

)

3

bicycle a I new yesterday bought. (

4

me the finish let work.

Q.VIII

(

)
)

Rewrite the sentences using the tense form given in the bracket:
1

He fall asleep while he was driving. (simple past tense)
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1x6=6

2

I met an old classmate of mine at the library. (simple present tense)

3

They enjoyed the party. (simple future tense)

4

The thief break the window. (simple past tense)

5

She bought a new car. (simple future tense)

6

He cuts the vegetables to prepare salad. (simple past tense)

Q.IX

Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns:1

½x6=3

Your car is faster than ___________.

2. Sarah wears high heels to work every day, but she doesn’t like ________.
3. __________ chocolates are delicious.

Q.X

4

He can’t take care of _________ dog.

5

______________is my little sister.

6

None of _____________ answers are correct.

1

Write a short paragraph of 10 to 12 sentences on the topic “Save Water”.

2

Write an apology letter to your teacher for not completing the homework.
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2x4=8

